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Abstract: The Copernicus Sentinel-2 mission operated by the European Space Agency (ESA) provides
comprehensive and continuous multi-spectral observations of all the Earth’s land surface since
mid-2015. Clouds and cloud shadows significantly decrease the usability of optical satellite data,
especially in agricultural applications; therefore, an accurate and reliable cloud mask is mandatory
for effective EO optical data exploitation. During the last few years, image segmentation techniques
have developed rapidly with the exploitation of neural network capabilities. With this perspective,
the KappaMask processor using U-Net architecture was developed with the ability to generate a
classification mask over northern latitudes into the following classes: clear, cloud shadow, semi-
transparent cloud (thin clouds), cloud and invalid. For training, a Sentinel-2 dataset covering the
Northern European terrestrial area was labelled. KappaMask provides a 10 m classification mask for
Sentinel-2 Level-2A (L2A) and Level-1C (L1C) products. The total dice coefficient on the test dataset,
which was not seen by the model at any stage, was 80% for KappaMask L2A and 76% for KappaMask
L1C for clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes. A comparison with rule-based
cloud mask methods was then performed on the same test dataset, where Sen2Cor reached 59%
dice coefficient for clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes, Fmask reached 61% for
clear, cloud shadow and cloud classes and Maja reached 51% for clear and cloud classes. The closest
machine learning open-source cloud classification mask, S2cloudless, had a 63% dice coefficient
providing only cloud and clear classes, while KappaMask L2A, with a more complex classification
schema, outperformed S2cloudless by 17%.

Keywords: convolutional neural network; cloud mask; Sentinel-2; KappaMask; active learning;
image segmentation; remote sensing

1. Introduction

As part of Europe’s Copernicus Earth Observation programme, Sentinel-2 is one of
the core missions providing global and continuous multi-spectral observations of all the
Earth’s land masses. Thanks to the two operating satellites, images over a specific area
can be acquired every five days at the equator, whilst at higher latitudes the temporal
resolution of the data is even higher.

Clouds and cloud shadows are the main obstacles for frequent land monitoring,
significantly reducing the usability of optical satellite data. For information retrieval
with automatic processing chains, it is required to separate valid pixels from the ones
contaminated by clouds and cloud shadows. Otherwise, extensive manual pre-processing
is needed, or errors might propagate to higher level products. Hence, accurate cloud
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filtering algorithms could boost and improve optical satellite data application for Earth
Observation (EO) services.

To tackle the cloud mask problem, various approaches have been developed. The
most used are rule-based algorithms, such as Sen2Cor [1], Fmask [2] and MAJA [3]. These
are further divided into single-scene and multi-temporal algorithms. MAJA [3] belongs
to the multi-temporal-algorithm group that identifies clouded pixels based on tempo-
ral time-series of the satellite acquisitions. MAJA performs atmospheric correction and
cloud detection for Sentinel-2 images using time series, which can help to avoid the over-
classification of clouds by utilizing the correlation of the pixel neighbourhood with previous
images. It is very unlikely that there are two different clouds of the same shape at the
same location on successive dates. However, MAJA software is complex to set up and is
computationally expensive to run.

Sen2Cor [1] is the algorithm currently used by the European Space Agency (ESA) for
atmospheric correction and cloud masking on Sentinel-2 images, providing scene classifica-
tion maps, cloud and snow probabilities at a ground resolution of 20 m. Sen2Cor’s cloud
detector belongs to the single-scene-algorithm group. Fmask [2] was developed by Zhe
Zhu et al. and is another single-scene-algorithm allowing automated masking of clouds,
cloud shadows, snow and water from Landsat 4-8 and Sentinel-2 images. Alternatively,
S2cloudless [4] is a single-scene cloud detection algorithm which runs single pixel-based
classification using machine learning models, such as decision trees, support vector ma-
chines (SVM) and neural networks using FastAI API [5]. The best performing method for
S2cloudless is with neural networks using FastAI API; nevertheless, due to the slower infer-
ence time of neural networks S2cloudless utilizes the tree-based method with LightGBM [6].
However, S2cloudless focuses only on cloud detection, ignoring cloud shadows.

With the rapid development of deep learning, the advantages of using CNN-based
networks for image segmentation have been highlighted by many researchers [7]. One
data driven approach for solving the cloud segmentation task using a modified U-Net
convolutional neural network was proposed by Marc Wieland et al. [8]. The authors trained
the network on a global database of Landsat OLI images to segment five classes (“shadow”,
“cloud”, “water”, “land” and “snow/ice”). A similar type of network was used by Jeppesen
et al. [9], who trained RS-Net on Landsat 8 BIOME [10] and SPARCS datasets [11]. RS-Net
is a variation of U-Net which aims to improve the exploitation of spatial information.
Landsat dataset was segmented in 2017 by Badrinarayanan et al. [12], who used their own
adaptation of SegNet to produce segmentation masks. To reduce the computational load, all
images of the Landsat Collection 1 scenes were split into non-overlapping 512 × 512 pixels
image blocks with a 30 m spatial resolution. A publicly accessible GaoFen-1 dataset was
released by Li et al. [13] with 108 full Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 scenes in different global
regions of different land-cover types, including forest, barren, ice, snow, water and urban
areas. ResNet with modifications for pixel-level segmentation was used on this dataset
with products cropped into 512 × 512 pixel sub-tiles [14]. The developed model is called
a multilevel feature fused segmentation network (MFFSNet). It segments input to cloud,
cloud shadow and background, and does not differentiate between cloud types. A similar
type of network was proposed by Li et al. in [13]. The network, named multi-scale
convolutional feature fusion (MSCFF), is meant for remote sensing images of different
sensors. It was validated on a dataset including Landsat 5/7/8, Gaofen-1/2/4, Sentinel-2,
Ziyuan-3, CBARS-04 and Huanjing images. Regardless of the dataset size, the Northern
European terrestrial area relevant for the current development is missing. In comparison
to Fmask, the authors achieved an improvement of 3% in the overall accuracy on Landsat
7, and an almost 5% improvement on Landsat 8 dataset.

Training a deep learning model requires a balance between a good representation of
the data domain and the ability to converge within the given space. The active learning
approach that was introduced to remote sensing in 2009 [15] promotes the idea that a
carefully selected subset of data will perform as good as a large dataset of random samples.
With the rising interest in deep learning approaches, the active learning methodology has
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become a powerful tool for creating reference cloud mask datasets. Baetens et al. [16,17]
used a random forest in active learning loop to create a reference cloud mask dataset.
However, the use of a neural network in an active learning loop has yet to be explored.

In our work, we utilize the active learning methodology in training a CNN-based
model that outputs L2A and L1C classification masks at 10 m resolution. Cloud mask
output at 10 m is preferred, since it is the native spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 RGB and
NIR spectral bands. The finer delineation helps increase the amount of usable data for a
large variety of higher-level products generation. Unfortunately, until now, public 10 m
Sentinel-2 cloud mask datasets were scarcely available. Recently, the reference dataset that
covers Asian region was introduced in [18,19]. Therefore, one objective of this study is the
creation of a novel active learning-based hand-annotated dataset “Sentinel-2 KappaZeta
Cloud and Cloud Shadow Masks” that covers Northern European terrestrial area at a 10 m
resolution [20].

The other objectives of the current study are to further analyse the capabilities of
CNN-based models for the creation of cloud and cloud shadow mask for Sentinel-2 in
Northern European terrestrial area and to meet the need for a more accurate, categorised
and finer resolution mask that has not been published before. The paper describes an
active learning methodology with a deep learning network in the loop to create a dataset
and train a CNN-based model. The novelty of the training procedure comprises of pre-
training on the 20 m resolution reference dataset distributed globally and fine-tuning on
the 10 m resolution dataset with a focus on the Northern European area. The approach
leverages advantages of the 20 m resolution dataset and increases its robustness to different
landscapes. The evaluation on the test dataset is shown, including comparison with
rule-based methods—Sen2Cor, Fmask, MAJA—and AI-based methods—S2cloudless, DL-
L8S2-UV (Deep Learning for Cloud Detection in Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 Images [21]).
The feature importance in the model for both L1C and L2A input is analysed. Finally,
a brief timing comparison over KappaMask on GPU and CPU, Fmask, S2cloudless and
DL-L8S2-UV methods is presented.

2. Materials and Methods

The open data policy of the Copernicus program makes Sentinel-2 one of the most
powerful resources for EO applications. Data can be accessed through several distribution
channels, such as CREODIAS [22] among the five DIASes of the DIAS Hub [23], the
Copernicus Open Access Hub [24] and the Collaborative National Mirror Sites, e.g., [25,26].
Sentinel-2 data are provided at different processing levels, including Level-1C (L1C) and
Level-2A (L2A). L1C is a cartographic UTM projection of the Top of Atmosphere (TOA)
reflectances orthorectified using a digital elevation model (DEM) to correct geometric
distortion. The L2A product provides Bottom of Atmosphere (BOA) reflectance images
derived from the associated L1C products. Both L1C and L2A Sentinel-2 products are
distributed in ~100 by ~100 km2 ortho-image tiles resulting in up to 10,980 by 10,980 pixel
images at 10, 20 and 60 m spatial resolution depending on the spectral band.

The pipeline for obtaining the training dataset can be split into several blocks (Figure 1).
First, the “Sentinel-2 Cloud Mask Catalogue” dataset by Francis et al. [27] is used for initial
model training. Next, we prepared our own Sentinel-2 (S-2) labelled dataset “Sentinel-2
KappaZeta Cloud and Cloud Shadow Masks” [28] using Computer Vision Annotation Tool
(CVAT) [29] and Segments.ai [30] labelling tools, which will be described in Section 2.2.
On our labelled data (Figure 2), the model is fine-tuned (the process is described in more
detail in Section 2.3). After this step, the prediction is performed on the new Sentinel-2
products, followed by a selection of the sub-tiles with the lowest prediction accuracy for
further labelling.
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The final model is validated on the isolated test dataset (Figure 3) and the performance
is compared to the existing masks, such as Sen2Cor, MAJA, Fmask and S2cloudless.
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2.1. Data Processing

KappaMask can generate the classification mask from both, L2A and L1C products
input. Thus, the processing pipeline for each product level utilizes different input bands
which, in the context of machine learning, are referred to as features.

The algorithm for Level-2A product is using features at spatial resolutions of 10 m,
20 m and 60 m. The following features are used for training:

• 10 m bands: “B02” (490 nm), “B03” (560 nm), “B04” (665 nm), “B08” (842 nm);
• 20 m resolution bands: “B05” (705 nm), “B06” (740 nm), “B07” (783 nm), “B8A”

(865 nm), “B11” (1610 nm), “B12” (2190 nm);
• 60 m resolution bands: “B01” (443 nm), “B09” (940 nm);
• “AOT” (Aerosol Optical Thickness) and “WVP” (Water vapor map).

Level-1C product includes all listed above bands, but AOT and WVP are not available.
Additionally, L1C includes 60 m Band 10 (1375 nm).

Each of the S-2 product is divided into 484 non-overlapping sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels
before uploading the tiles to CVAT or Segments.AI for labelling. Since the channels of
S-2 products have dimensions of either 10,980 × 10,980 pixels (10 m spatial resolution),
5490 × 5490 pixels (20 m spatial resolution) or 1830 × 1830 pixels (60 m spatial resolution),
the 512 × 512 pixel sub-tiles on the right and bottom edges are only partially filled with
data, hence zero padding is applied when needed.

The features are resampled to the same 10 m resolution with Sinc Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) filter that is windowed with a Blackman filter [7].

For training, both the open-source dataset “Sentinel-2 Cloud Mask Catalogue” by Fran-
cis et al. [27] and the ”Sentinel-2 KappaZeta Cloud and Cloud Shadow Masks” dataset [28]
that we created ourselves, were processed. The “Sentinel-2 Cloud Mask Catalogue” con-
tains cloud masks for 513 subscenes of 1022 × 1022 pixels at 20 m resolution, from the
2018 L1C Sentinel-2 archive. To use this dataset for pretraining the KappaMask model, the
output mask is resampled to 10 m resolution and cropped to 512 × 512 pixel sub-tiles. The
corresponding L2A products were processed for the same size and resolution and were
used for training.

The “Sentinel-2 KappaZeta Cloud and Cloud Shadow Masks” dataset consists of 150
Sentinel-2 products with 10 sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels labelled at 10 m resolution. The
dataset contains roughly equal amounts of stratus, cumulus and cirrus clouds. Different
cloud types were chosen in order to achieve maximal representation. For each month, ten
products with stratus clouds, ten products with cumulus clouds and ten products with
cirrus clouds were chosen from different locations. The labelled products are distributed
uniformly over Northern Europe (Figure 2). Sentinel-2 products form a fixed grid which
covers the globe; therefore, many dots on Figure 2 share similar latitude and/or longitude.
The dots that are bundled together represent products from the same grid point. However,
the products from the same location usually have different cloud types and they are from
different months.

From each Sentinel-2 product represented with a red, blue or green dot, which correspond
respectively to stratus, cumulus and cirrus cloud types, ten sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels were
labelled. The selection of sub-tiles was done using active learning approach by selecting
worst performing sub-tiles after model inference. All 484 sub-tiles were predicted by the
model, and the prediction masks were laid half-transparently over the original images.
Based on the visual evaluation of the resulting images, a human labeller chose the sub-tiles
where the prediction mask was most erroneous. This way, only the highest impact sub-tiles
were chosen for subsequent labelling. From each month, one product with stratus clouds,
one product with cumulus clouds and one product with cirrus clouds were reserved for the
test set, and the rest of the products were used for training. Additionally, six S-2 products
covering Estonia were fully labelled, meaning that all 484 sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels were
labelled with an additional 2821 sub-tiles. However, those fully labelled product sub-tiles
are present only in the training dataset.
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2.2. Output Classification Classes

The labelling was done using the Computer Vision Annotation Tool (CVAT) [29] and
Segments.ai [30]. CVAT is a free, open-source tool that can be used to create segmentation
mask annotations. Using CVAT, six S-2 images over Estonia were labelled, resulting in
6 × 484 sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels. The rest of the products was labelled using the
Segments.ai platform that supports model-assisted labelling. Thanks to the possibility of
integrating active learning process into Segments.ai by uploading new images with predic-
tions, the labelling speed improved significantly. However, after the model predictions, all
sub-tiles were still manually corrected. Therefore, a further 150 Sentinel-2 products were
labelled using Segments.ai and resulted in ~1500 labelled sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixel size.
The labelling from both tools were peer-reviewed by labellers. CVAT and Segments.ai have
significant differences in usage and resulting outputs. While Segments.ai has ability to
draw with brush, CVAT uses polygon shapes. As a result, Segments.ai labels are smoother
and less angular. The “Sentinel-2 Cloud Mask Catalogue” by Francis et al. [27] that was
used for pre-training was labelled semi-automatically using the IRIS toolkit [31]. We believe
that a combination of different tools is another advantage for training, which reduces a
bias towards one specific way of labelling.

Labels in both CVAT and Segments.ai are split into the following categories:

• 0—MISSING: missing or invalid pixels;
• 1—CLEAR: pixels without clouds or cloud shadows;
• 2—CLOUD SHADOW: pixels with cloud shadows;
• 3—SEMI TRANSPARENT CLOUD: pixels with thin clouds through which the land is

visible;
• 4—CLOUD: pixels with cloud;
• 5—UNDEFINED: pixels that the labeller is not sure which class they belong to.

Undefined class is used where the labeller is either not certain what is in the image or
when the class borders are not clear. The UNDEFINED class is excluded from the model
training and the predictor assigns the class with the highest confidence from the other five
classes.

Table 1 illustrates the mapping of output classes from different classification masks
for validation and performance comparison. The table includes the Cloud Masking
Inter-Comparison Exercise (CMIX) standard notation [32], Sen2Cor, Fmask, MAJA and
S2cloudless label comparison.

Table 1. Output correspondence for different cloud classification masks. KappaMask output scheme is used for model
fitting with logic corresponded to CMIX notation. Sen2Cor, Fmask, MAJA and S2cloudless are mapped respectively to
KappaMask output. FMSC to Francis, Mrziglod and Sidiropoulos’ classification map [27] is used for pretraining.

Sen2Cor CMIX KappaMask Fmask S2Cloudless FMSC
0 No data 0 Missing

1 Saturated or defective 0 Missing
2 Dark area pixels 1 Clear
3 Cloud shadows 4 Cloud shadows 2 Cloud shadows 2 Cloud shadows 2 Cloud shadows

4 Vegetation 1 Clear 1 Clear 0 Clear 0 Clear 0 Clear
5 Not vegetated 1 Clear

6 Water 1 Clear 1 Water
7 Unclassified 5 Undefined

8 Cloud medium probability 4 Cloud
9 Cloud high probability 2 Cloud 4 Cloud 4 Cloud 1 Cloud 1 Cloud

10 Thin cirrus 3 Semi-transparent cloud 3 Semi-transparent cloud
11 Snow 1 Clear 3 Snow

2.3. Model Fitting

Each input Sentinel-2 L2A image has 13 features: “B01”, “B02”, “B03”, “B04”, “B05”,
“B06”, “B07”, “B08”, “B8A”, “B09”, “B11”, “B12”, “AOT”, “WVP”. Meanwhile, the Sentinel-
2 L1C model has 12 input features as an input: “B01”, “B02”, “B03”, “B04”, “B05”, “B06”,
“B07”, “B08”, “B8A”, “B09”, “B10”, “B11”, “B12”. The input features are normalised with
min-max normalization and passed to the model as an input. The output of the network is
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a classification map that is identifying each pixel as clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent
cloud, cloud, or missing class.

The full dataset is divided into training, validation and test sets. The training and
validation sets are split randomly, according to the ratio of 80/20%. The test dataset consists
of separate Sentinel-2 products which were preselected with a diverse geographical and
temporal distribution in mind. For each month from April to August, three Sentinel-2
products with different types of clouds were selected. Moreover, from each product, the 10
most complicated sub-tiles were selected by data labellers. As the most complicated sub-
tiles we considered the tiles that covered all different classes and for which the model gave
the most errors during prediction with manual observation. The geographical distribution
for the test dataset is shown in blue, alongside the training data in red (which includes
both training and validation set) in Figure 3.

In contrast to standard pixel classifications where a limited pixel neighbourhood is
exploited, we aim to segment one sub-tile as a whole, giving both spatial context from the
whole image and spectral information from all channels.

The input of the model has 512 × 512 × 14 dimensionality corresponding to the
rows, columns and channels of the image, respectively. The output segmentation map
consists of the confidence values for five classes and the values transformed with argmax
for the final segmentation mask. U-Net architecture [33] has two sides: the encoding
part which down-samples the image to generalize the features, and the decoding part
which up-samples the image back to the original size. Between encoder and decoder, there
are skip connections, which copy information between different levels of features. The
architecture of the network is shown in Figure 4.
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The Adam optimizer [34] is used for fitting the model. During training, if the moni-
tored validation metric does not improve for a specified number of epochs, the learning
rate is reduced. To avoid overfitting, the training is stopped when the validation loss does
not improve for a specified number of epochs.

In our initial experiments, we used categorical cross entropy loss, which is commonly
used for CNN-based cloud mask methods [11–13,19,20]. However, we found that lower
validation loss does not necessarily mean better segmentation results and the F1 score still
increased when the model was already overfitted. Due to this, we are using dice coefficient
loss [35] which shows better results for the current setup.

2.4. Inference

Once the network has been trained (the optimal values for model weights have been
determined), inference is performed by forward passing an image through the network.
The Sentinel-2 L1C or L2A product folder is an input to the inference tool [20]. The product
is cropped into 512 × 512 pixel sub-tiles with overlapping (the overlapping size that we
used in our experiments is 32 pixels) and the model generates the prediction for each
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individual crop. In the next step the whole product output classification mask is combined
from individual crops. The process of sub-tiling and final mask generation is illustrated in
Figure 5.
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3. Results

Once U-Net model was trained over the “Sentinel-2 Cloud Mask Catalogue” Fran-
cis [27] dataset, the network was finetuned on Northern European terrestrial dataset that
we labelled using the active learning methodology. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the test
dataset was comprehensively selected to showcase different kinds of errors over Northern
Europe and consisted of 15 Sentinel-2 products. The test products were predicted by the
pre-trained model, and the least performing sub-tiles were selected, based on a visual
comparison between prediction mask and original image. However, these test images were
not used in training or validation at any stage.

The results section is structured as follows. The first subsection provides KappaMask
L1C and L2A comparison with rule-based methods—Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA. After-
wards, KappaMask performance is compared to machine learning methods—S2cloudless
that uses tree algorithm with LightGBM and deep learning DL_L8S2_UV [21] network.
The next sub-section shows the feature importance analysis of KappaMask L1C and L2A
model, followed by the hyperparameter tuning of network depth and number of filters.
The last sub-section presents the comparison of the time spent by KappaMask on CPU and
GPU, Fmask, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UV networks.

3.1. KappaMask L1C and L2A Comparison with Rule-Based Methods

Figure 6 presents individual sub-tile output for L2A model in comparison to label,
Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA classification mask and Figure 7 showcases individual sub-tile
prediction for L1C model. Overall, KappaMask is performing better on cloud and cloud
shadow on both figures, while Sen2Cor is under-segmenting cloud and Fmask and MAJA
are under-segmenting cloud shadows. As a multi-temporal algorithm, MAJA relies on
the quality of the time-series, where the “backward mode” is used to obtain better quality
results for the first product of a time-series. For this, at least one product in the time-series
tiles should be considered as valid in the period of 45 days, which means that it has less
than 90% of cloudy area. Otherwise, the result of the processing will be empty. These
constrains may affect MAJA output results, since North European weather conditions for
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some locations might not have cloud-free images for the required length of the time series
as it happened for the L1C example. The performance comparison of KappaMask, Sen2Cor
and Fmask can be checked at [36]. Examples of full S-2 product classification maps can be
seen in Appendix A (Figures A1–A3).

Table 2 shows the comparison of dice coefficients for KappaMask L2A, KappaMask
L1C, Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA on the test dataset. The results were obtained from the
same challenging test set for all methods. The greatest improvement in the dice coefficient
of KappaMask L2A in comparison to other cloud mask methods is cloud shadow detection
for which L2A is 20% more accurate than the closest competitor, Sen2Cor. The performance
of cloud classification is also superior, with a dice coefficient of 86% against the closest
result (62% for Sen2Cor). KappaMask L2A has the highest dice coefficient on the semi-
transparent class, which is 29% higher than Sen2Cor. Finally, clear class KappaMask 82% is
7% higher than the closest result of Fmask. The total dice coefficient average over all classes
for both KappaMask L2A and KappaMask L1C is bigger than Sen2Cor, Fmask, and MAJA
with 80% and 76% against 59%, 61%, and 51%, respectively. Overall, the performance
of KappaMask L2A is 4% better than performance of the KappaMask L1C which can
be explained by the focus of the training. The choice of the architecture in Table 2 for
the L2A model was influenced by the initial priority of applicability for agricultural use
and therefore needed the availability of the atmospheric correction. Regarding this, we
believe that the performance of KappaMask L1C can be further improved in the future.
Precision, recall and accuracy in Tables 3–5, respectively, are presented to provide a deeper
understanding of each model’s performance.
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Table 2. Dice coefficient evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA cloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Dice Coefficient KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C Sen2Cor Fmask MAJA

Clear 82% 75% 72% 75% 56%

Cloud shadow 72% 69% 52% 49% -

Semi-transparent 78% 75% 49% - -

Cloud 86% 84% 62% 60% 46%

All classes 80% 76% 59% 61% 51%

Table 3. Precision evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, KappaMask
Level-1C, Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA cloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for clear,
cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Precision KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C Sen2Cor Fmask MAJA

Clear 75% 79% 60% 66% 64%

Cloud shadow 82% 79% 87% 51% -

Semi-transparent 83% 71% 78% - -

Cloud 85% 83% 57% 44% 35%

All classes 81% 78% 71% 54% 50%
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Table 4. Recall evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, KappaMask
Level-1C, Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA cloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for clear,
cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Recall KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C Sen2Cor Fmask MAJA

Clear 91% 71% 90% 86% 50%

Cloud shadow 64% 61% 37% 48% -

Semi-transparent 74% 80% 36% - -

Cloud 87% 85% 67% 60% 65%

All classes 79% 74% 58% 65% 58%

Table 5. Overall accuracy evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA cloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Overall Accuracy KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C Sen2Cor Fmask MAJA

Clear 89% 86% 81% 84% 79%

Cloud shadow 96% 95% 95% 92% -

Semi-transparent 85% 79% 72% - -

Cloud 92% 91% 78% 67% 63%

All classes 91% 88% 82% 81% 71%

Figure 8 shows the confusion matrices for KappaMask L2A, KappaMask L1C, Sen2Cor
and Fmask. The highest recall for the clear class is 91% for KappaMask L2A (Figure 8a).
Moreover, the cloud shadow has the highest recall of 63% for KappaMask L2A. The semi-
transparent cloud class recall is the highest compared to Sen2Cor and Fmask (80% for
KappaMask L1C, Figure 8b), being over two times more accurate than Sen2Cor semi-
transparent class with 36% in Figure 8c. Fmask (Figure 8d) has the highest recall for
the cloud class with 94%; however, 5% of the clear area in Fmask is falsely predicted as
cloud, while for KappaMask it is only 2% for L1C and L2A. Fmask does not have a semi-
transparent class; thus, if we respectively add confusion with the semi-transparent class for
KappaMask, it will be 98% for L2A and 95% for L1C models, outperforming Fmask.

False negatives are crucial in agricultural applications, since the area treated as clear
would propagate to the higher-level products, such as NDVI. The result of false negatives
for the clear class with KappaMask L1C is 23%, while false negatives for the clear class in
Fmask and Sen2Cor are 60% and 88%, respectively. The pixels that are falsely predicted as
clear cause the biggest disturbances when used for applications. We find that 16% out of
37% false negative errors in KappaMask L2A output appear with semi-transparent clouds.
However, semi-transparent clouds are often very thin and their borders often not visible
with human eye, making them difficult to delineate. The more accurate classification for
KappaMask L1C for semi-transparent clouds is explained by the availability of cirrus B10
band in Level-1C product which is missing for Level-2A input.

At the end of the classification run on a Sentinel-2 product, the overlapping cloud
mask sub-tiles are mosaicked together into a georeferenced .tiff file. Figures A1–A3 show
examples of the final output for one of the test products.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrices on test set for (a) KappaMask Level-2A; (b) KappaMask Level-1C; (c) Sen2Cor; (d) Fmask.
Confusion matrix consists of clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent cloud, cloud and missing class; however, the last one is
removed from this comparison to make matrices easier to read.

3.2. KappaMask L1C and L2A Comparison with AI-Based Methods

A comparison between KappaMask L1C, KappaMask L2A, machine learning S2cloud
less trained using tree algorithms with LightGBM and deep learning model DL_L8S2_UV
is performed. In order to generate the S2cloudless mask at 10 m resolution, we contacted
researchers to provide coefficients for 10 m run. DL_L8S2_UV outputs 10 m resolution
mask by design. Figures 9 and 10 presents the comparison of one sub-tile prediction with
S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UV, respectively. A visual inspection shows that S2cloudless
can miss smaller clouds or make their shapes inaccurate, while DL_L8S2_UV has more
accurate shapes, but under-segments parts of clouds. Meanwhile, KappaMask segments
cloud shape accurately, does not miss smaller clouds and tends to over-segment clouds.
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Figure 8. Comparison of L2A prediction output for a 512 × 512 pixels sub-tile in the test dataset. (a) Original Sentinel-2 
L2A True-Colour Image; (b) KappaMask classification map; (c) Segmentation mask prepared by a human labeller; (d) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of L2A prediction output for a 512 × 512 pixels sub-tile in the test dataset. (a) Original Sentinel-2 L2A
True-Colour Image; (b) KappaMask classification map; (c) Segmentation mask prepared by a human labeller; (d) S2cloudless
classification map; (e) DL_L8S2_UV classification map.
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Figure 10. Comparison of L1C prediction output for a 512 × 512 pixels sub-tile in the test dataset. (a) Original Sentinel-2
L1C True-Colour Image; (b) KappaMask classification map; (c) Segmentation mask prepared by a human labeller; (d)
S2cloudless classification map; (e) DL_L8S2_UV classification map.
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Since both comparison methods output only clear versus clouds classification map,
the metric comparison in Tables 6–9 is also presented for these two classes for KappaMask.
Overall, KappaMask L2A outperforms both methods for two classes for all presented
metrics with 21% difference for both classes average in dice coefficient with S2cloudless
and 22% difference with DL_L8S2_UV. Both S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UV have a recall
close to KappaMask, but significantly lower precision and accuracy, confirming the obser-
vation from images examples that KappaMask detects more smaller clouds than the other
methods.

Table 6. Dice coefficient evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UV cloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Dice Coefficient KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C S2cloudless DL_L8S2_UV

Clear 82% 75% 69% 56%

Cloud 86% 84% 57% 67%

All classes 84% 80% 63% 62%

Table 7. Dice coefficient evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UVcloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Precision KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C S2cloudless DL_L8S2_UV

Clear 75% 79% 59% 41%

Cloud 85% 83% 41% 59%

All classes 81% 76% 50% 50%

Table 8. Dice coefficient evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UVcloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Recall KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C S2cloudless DL_L8S2_UV

Clear 91% 71% 84% 90%
Cloud 87% 85% 93% 77%

All classes 89% 78% 89% 84%

Table 9. Dice coefficient evaluation performed on the test dataset for KappaMask Level-2A, Kappa-
Mask Level-1C, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UVcloud classification maps. Evaluation is performed for
clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and cloud classes.

Overall
accuracy

KappaMask
L2A

KappaMask
L1C S2cloudless DL_L8S2_UV

Clear 89% 86% 80% 61%
Cloud 92% 91% 62% 79%

All classes 91% 89% 71% 73%

3.3. KappaMask Feature Importance Analysis

The KappaMask L2A model uses 14 features including 12 bands and AOT and WVP
indexes as the input. Figure 11a illustrates the importance of each feature for each class
during the inference. The importance score is obtained by filling the selected feature with
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0 values and calculating the error as an inverse dice coefficient for each class, so 0 means
the highest performance and 1 means the worst dice coefficient. This method is called
permutation feature importance, suggested by Fisher et al. in 2019 [37]. The importance
score per class is summed up in Figure 11b. Except for Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT)
and B02, the rest of the features contribute to model output almost equally. The network
was retrained discarding the least important B07, the total dice coefficient metric decreased
by 0.5%. Therefore, to reduce the network size, it is possible to discard some of the input
features; however, there is a trade-off between accuracy and the input size. The feature
importance analysis was also performed for the L1C model (Figure 11c,d). The highest
importance features for clear class detection according to Figure 11c are B08 and B8A, B01
for cloud shadow and B02 for clouds. In conclusion, B02, B01, B08, B8A, B11, B09 are the
most significant input features for the KappaMask L1C model.
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Figure 11. Feature importance obtained by deleting input features during inference for L2A model: (a) feature importance
per class; (b) sorted feature importance, summed up for all the classes, and for L1C model: (c) feature importance per class;
(d) sorted feature importance, summed up for all the classes.

3.4. Parameter Tuning

A 5-level U-Net [33] proved to be the most accurate, yet light-weight network for
our purpose. U-Net with 6 or 7 levels overfit more quickly without an improvement
in accuracy. Additionally, the impact of the number of input filters (32, 64 or 128) was
analysed on the performance of U-Net with different depths (5, 6 or 7 levels), listen in
Table 10. For U-Net with 5 levels, the performance was similar with 32, 64 and 128 input
filters, whereas 64 filters offered only a small improvement. All other combinations of
U-Net depths and input filters performed worse on the validation dataset. Furthermore,
the performance of Unet++ [38] architecture with a nested skip connection structure was
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analysed. However, due to the high memory consumption of the multi-spectral input, the
model was trained with a smaller batch size than the original U-Net and with an enhanced
capability for generalization [39]. The architecture of the best performing model setup is
shown in Figure 4.

Table 10. Training experiments for different model architectures for the L2A model.

Architecture U-Net Level of Depth Number of Input
Filters

Max Dice Coefficient on
Validation Set

U-Net

5
32 83.9%

64 84.0%

128 84.1%

6
32 80.7%

64 80.8%

128 82.9%

7
32 75.1%

64 83.1%

U-Net++ 5 64 75.9%

3.5. KappaMask Time Usage Comparison with Other Methods

The processing time for KappaMask prediction was measured in comparison to Fmask
and S2cloudless on the same hardware in Table 11. Sen2Cor was not measured, since it is
already precalculated as part of L2A product. The results were obtained on a test computer
with the following hardware and software characteristics: CPU – Intel Core i7-8700K, 64GB
of RAM, GPU – NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 with 8GB of VRAM, Linux Ubuntu 18.04.5
LTS (Bionic Beaver). The models were trained using University of Tartu High Performance
Computing Center [40]. The code for running the KappaMask predictor is available open
source [20].

Table 11. Time comparison performed on one whole Sentinel-2 Level-1C product inference. Kap-
paMask Level-1C with GPU and CPU, Fmask, S2cloudless and DL_L8S2_UV on generating 10 m
resolution classification mask.

KappaMask on
GPU

KappaMask on
CPU Fmask S2cloudless DL_L8S2_UV

Running time 03:57 10:08 06:32 17:34 03:33

4. Discussion

The KappaMask L1C and L2A models were trained on a dataset that represents
various global and temporal conditions, but were later fine-tuned and validated on a
dataset that covers Northern European terrestrial April-October conditions as showed in
Figure 3. The model has not been tested outside of this scope. Both models outperformed
Sen2Cor, Fmask, MAJA and S2cloudless in dice coefficient on created test set. Initially, the
main emphasis was on Level-2A training since atmospherically corrected products are
directly used in agricultural applications. Therefore, we believe that KappaMask Level-1C
model can be further improved to get comparable results with the Level-2A model.

We highlight the importance of false negatives for agricultural applications, since
falsely predicted clear area propagate into NDVI calculation for parcel time series, affecting
the performance of end user applications (e.g., mowing detection, crop classification, etc.).
We managed to reduce the number of false negatives for Level-2A model significantly; while
Sen2Cor produced 60% false negatives for the clear class on our test dataset, our model’s
total false negatives for the clear class were 23%. The highest per class improvement was
for cloud shadow with 20% better dice coefficient than Sen2Cor.
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Besides the accuracy, the processing time for cloud mask generation is equally impor-
tant to make it practical for operational applications. We measured the time needed for
10 m mask generation on GPU and CPU for KappaMask, which was shown to be 3:57 and
10:08 min, respectively. We compared processing time with other methods, such as rule-
based Fmask and machine-learning based S2cloudless; the results were 6:32 and 17:34 min,
respectively. Another deep learning algorithm produces a more efficient processing time
of 3:33; however, it has a simpler two class classification map which results in a lighter
and more efficient network. Considering that KappaMask is a CNN-based algorithm,
the biggest concern with the deep learning methods is the processing time. We proved
that CNN-based methods can be fast enough for practical applications. All results were
obtained and compared on 10 m resolution. Sen2Cor, Fmask and MAJA 20 m masks was
oversampled to 10 m resolution and S2cloudless output already had a 10 m resolution.
Cloud mask output at 10 m is preferred, since it is the native spatial resolution of Sentinel-2
RGB and NIR spectral bands. A finer delineation helps to increase the amount of usable
data for a large variety of higher-level products generation.

In future work, we will address the limitations of our current L1C and L2A models,
extending the models’ scope into the global area and including winter conditions. Another
avenue would be to further improve the performance of Level-1C model. A comparison
with other 10 m reference datasets, if there will be any, is planned as well.

5. Conclusions

KappaMask provides an accurate 10 m classification map for Sentinel-2 Level-2A
and Level-1C products. It was trained on an open-source dataset and fine-tuned on
a Northern European terrestrial dataset which was labelled manually using the active
learning methodology. The dataset was split into training, validation and test sets, where
test set consisted of unique S-2 products that were not overlapping with model training
products but had the same spatio-temporal distribution. The test set covered the Northern
European terrestrial region and included sub-tiles of 512 × 512 pixels size that were selected
with the active learning approach. A comparison with Sen2Cor, Fmask, MAJA, S2cloudless
and DL_L8S2_UV networks was carried out on the test set. The total dice coefficient on
the test set for KappaMask L2A is 21% higher than Sen2Cor and 19% higher than Fmask.
MAJA comparison was performed for clear and cloud classes and the dice coefficient is 29%
behind KappaMask L2A. The closest machine learning open-source cloud mask that uses
machine learning is S2cloudless with a 21% lower dice coefficient. S2cloudless, however,
only provides cloud and clear classes. Another deep learning model, DL_L8S2_UV, has
a 62% dice coefficient against 84% KappaMask L2A if we compare the clear and cloud
output classes. KappaMask classifies pixels into clear, cloud shadow, semi-transparent and
cloud classes and supports both L1C and L2A S-2 products. The total dice coefficient of
KappaMask L2A model is 80%, KappaMask L1C model is 76%, while Fmask and Sen2Cor
are 61% and 59%, respectively.
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